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Abstract: 

We are in  the decade where social networking sites have become significant and necessary in our day to day life right from day  to 

dawn. This sites has been proved a blessing to improve one’s knowledge in  any field. Not only  entertainment but also it helps  

identifying one’s ideas , tweets are labeled into positive, negative or neutral ind icators. This paper provides mechanism to perform 

opinion mining from real time knowledge from twitter. Twitter is a treasure of surfers’ opinion on various aspects of day to day 

activities everyday. This data of surfers opinion can be efficiently used for marketing, social studies or sentiment analysis. Th is is 

a work which aims to  develop an application with  a novel user interface to search and analyze the real time location based social 

media data to quantify the sentiments  related to the event or product of users interest for th is purpose this research has combined 

sentiment analysis , location based system and machine learn ing approach. This research work uses publically availab le social 

media data. The main contribution of this research is the integration of sentiment analysis on location wise collected twitter data 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

In the technology of net and international extensive web , 

bedizens or social media users are regularly growing because 

of very rich  net connection everywhere in the world  for plenty 

social web sites and blogs. Nearly all surfers share their life 

occasions, posts, motion pictures and pictures. Customers are 

free to reply or publish feedback and interconnect with every 

other. This ecosystem leads toward trouble to orthodox 

statistics retrieval studies. Strategies for retrieving information 

effectually and appropriately for social media have end up a 

important research tune for present information retr ieval. at 

the side of the statistics retrieval, data evaluation in social 

media has wakened giant interest from some related studies 

fields such as records min ing, sentiment evaluation and 

machine gaining knowledge of increasingly more novel 

research guidelines like social computing, person conduct 

modeling and collect ive intelligence have begun to play vital 

Roles in present day facts evaluation. The evaluations and 

modern-day progress in facts retrieval and social media 

research is explored in. The recent explosion of social 

networks is so great that it  has turn out to be a totally essential 

platform for communique on the net. it is  gaining recognition 

each day. by means of using micro b logging services, users 

publish messages approximately  their each day existence and 

initiate d iscussions by way of sharing personal opinions and 

emotions on special topics. Those can range from something 

as simple as a few merchandise, occasions and services to 

more complex issues that cope with financial problems, issues, 

pastimes, subculture, politics, religions, diseases, epidemic, 

food crisis, and famine and so on. The topics of social media 

discussions are endless. The richness of this network and 

further the exceptional growth in future offers remarkable 

opportunities for records analytics within the context of social 

networks. This research is interested by on-line actual time  

location based totally social network facts. Facts supply for 

this project is text  orientated with general sentiment you will 

without difficulty understand peoples opinion about one-of-a-

kind subjects from the evaluation of accrued social media data.  

Statistics min ing strategies may stumble on implicit or hidden 

styles inside a social networking site. This research makes a 

specialty of products popularity and the popularity of 

activities. Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 

 

a) Location based social media data extraction.  

b) Preprocessing and Sentiment analysis on the Extracted data. 

c) Provisioning of s marter decisions by analyzing Results 

obtained from sentiment analysis. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Inside the survey, we were given a few insightful informat ion 

That information scientists and social customers are showing 

hobby in sentiment analysis of social media records. 

Additionally specific strategies have been implemented to 

robotically detect sentiment on texts [2,3]. There is 

additionally an energetic research on sentiment analysis on 

selective micro Running a blog websites [4,5]. they have built 

a classifier the usage of unigrams and bigrams as capabilities. 

in [6] they've classified  the subjectivity of social media 

messages based totally on traditional features with the 

inclusion of some social website online specific clues along 

with retweets, hash tags, hyperlinks, uppercase words, 

emoticons, and exclamat ion and question marks. in addition a 

component-of-speech (pos) particular prev ious polarity 

features and a tree kernel to obviate the need for tedious 

characteristic engineering is added in [7]. In [8] they have got 

investigated linguistic functions application to detect the 

sentimental weight for social media messages. they tried to 

research computerized element-of-speech and sentiment 

lexicons to take a look at whether or not it  is appropriate for 

sentiment evaluation. through their e xperiments they found 

out that the usage of element-of-speech capabilit ies may not 

be a very good fit for sentimental Analysis, specifically  for 

micro running a blog area. Additionally, their experiments 

concluded that the abbreviations, polarity and emot icons have 
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been virtually  beneficial fo r sentiment analysis of micro 

blogging services. For sentiment evaluation a numbers of 

methods and lexical resources are available. in [9] they have 

proposed a machine to mix opinion strength, emotion and 

polarity indicator to generate advanced sentimental analysis of 

polarity and subjectivity. Manual category for opinion mining 

is an unfeasible effort at human scale, despite the fact that 

numerous strategies were proposed for automatic opinion 

mining. Supervised class use polarity estimation and for 

unsupervised approach lexicon resources are used widely. they 

have got considered two important classifications: subjectivity 

and polarity. The suitability checking fo r schooling-dataset is 

Very essential and must be measured ahead. it should be 

checked whether or not the schooling examples are capable of 

taking pictures the sentiment variety of precise area. [10] 

Described a actual-time gadget for studying public sentiment 

approximately  elect ion cycle the usage of social media 

records. social media website online is considered as a 

relevant website for expressing public reviews in which 

human beings express their polit ical perspectives about 

applicants and extraordinary events [11]. Additionally in [12] 

it's miles found that public temper has a good sized and 

immediately impact  on the social and polit ical events. Public  

temper has diverse dimensions and it quite influences the 

cultural and economic occasions [12]. Because of the massive 

size, complexity, and noisy indiv idual of facts to be had on 

social media, researchers have leveraged v isualization 

techniques to help human beings with the exploration and 

analysis. numerous visualizations were advanced to reveal the 

styles of facts  spreading on social media [13,14].  

 

III. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

 

Location Based Sentiment Analysis of twitter data and 

decision making (LSTD) uses  socio-data aims to measure 

location based popularity of any topic (keywords, products, 

persons, event etc.) by analyzing public statements. This is 

possible by analyzing messages that contain general 

sentiment. 

 

A. The first step is to decide the set of locations for 

extracting social data. Targeting location can be identified by 

user’s  hoice. 

B. The second step is to identify  a b ig datasource, which 

can deliver real-time or relatively new data. This research 

work can use any type of social media API as a feeding data 

source. 

C. Once the location is identified  and social media data is 

captured, this project will undertake detailed data analysis. 

Each single message will be processed and analyzed  

separately to extract all the useful information. Generally 

social media message contains hash-tags (marked with the 

character), white spaces, punctuations (!,;:- ([]) ),web 

addresses and special characters (@%! ?). For the pre-

processing, it is required to undergo data-cleaning process by 

removing these elements. As a result the process will generate 

more concise output, which is easier and faster to parse. 

D.  Afterwards, the smaller filtered message will be 

parsed and stored into arrays of  words to be compared with 

the sentiment dict ionary to get sentiment score.  

 

IV. PROPOS ED WORK 

  

The overall aim of this project is to carry out a place clever 

sentiment analysis on various subjects. People critiques on the 

precise subject matter can be mined from the famous micro 

blogging internet site. the proposed system has to carry out the 

sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis considers the opinion 

of the person about a gadget or product and categorizes it to 

impart ial, negative or fantastic mood. In the proposed system, 

looking the facts based at the geo-location, keyword and seek 

identity. As some social media content is very concise and 

provides free APIs it will be easy to mine and analyze the 

data. The proposed system is suggested to implementing each 

module of the architecture presented below. 

 

 
Figure.1. S ystem Architecture  

 

V. OUR APPROACH 

 

 Creating Application : 

Once the software agent login to the social media to get access 

to the java project first they are supposed to create an 

application. Once the application is created successfully it 

returns secrete keys to agent. Different parameters of 

Authentication required for configuring Social media 

streaming API. The secret keys are used to collect data from 

the social media site. As given above the credentials returned 

by social media site are used later on to update the settings. 

 

 Collection of  data : 

Social media messages are collected from the system by using 

the secret tokens of the social media application. From this 

text mining, the lists of search strings used to collect the 

messages are saved in the database. Messages basically 

selected based on the search string, keywords and geo 

location. 

 

 Data Pre-processing : 

The data in the form of social media messages are saved to a 

database. After that, preprocessing of the text is done before 
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using classifier. All the hash tags, @ signs, punctuations, 

symbols, smiles or special characters are also removed. All the 

hyperlinks are removed. Compress the duplicate letters if they 

appear more than twice are also removed. 

  

 Sentiment analysis procedure : 

 

i. Data collection –  

There are very few existing data sets of social media sentiment 

messages. We collected our own set of data. For the training 

data, we collected messages that contained the emoticons 

:) and :( via the social media API.  

 

ii. Classification –  

Several d ifferent classifiers are there, but for text classification 

one can use Nave Bayes. Naive Bayes is a simple model for  

classification. It is simple and works well on text categoration. 

Multinomial Naive Bayes model assumes each feature is 

conditional independent to other features given the clas 

 

Algorithm: Naive bayes Classifier 

Location based social media data are analyzed from social 

media messages based on events or search strings. Java based 

version of naïve bayes algorithm is implemented to classify 

social media messages into positive, negative and neutral 

classes. 

 

Steps 

1.  Create a data for the classifier 

1.1 Create a list of positive messages 

1.2 Create a list of negative messages 

1.3 Create a list of neutral messages 

1.4 Convert these lists into single list with       

Location based sentiment data for visualization.  

 

2. Design a Classifier 

2.1 Extract the word feature list from the list with its 

frequency count 

2.2 Using this words list, create feature ext ractor which 

contains the words which will matched with a d ictionary 

created by us indicating what words are contained in the input 

passed 

 

3. Training the Classifier using training dataset 

 

4. Calculate the probability for the positive, negative and 

neutral sentiment. 

 

5. Compare this probability to identify the message category 

as positive, negative or neutral and generate sentiment score. 

 

VI. RES ULTS  AND DISCUSS ION 

 

This section more details of the effectiveness and performance 

of the proposed system. The discussion begins with 

experiment setup and design, and follows on to cover data 

collection and implementation. Relevant results are also 

discussed and presented for a better understanding. This work 

aim to know popularity of any living or non-living thing with 

respective location. In order to study the popularity. 

 

I have identified some area like: 

  Politics 

  Sports 

  Actors 

  Businessmen 

  historic place  

  vehicle etc. 

 

The analysis of above areas with respect to the location is  as 

follows:- 

 

 Politics : 

 In order to study this project the analysis consider politics as 

one of the area for that purpose I have consider one of the 

great Indian politician Shri. Narendra Modi and American 

politician Shri. Donald Trump. I have choosen Mumbai and 

Newyark as a location for real t ime tweet extraction.the 

tabular format is as follows. 

 

Table .1. Tweet comparison of  Narendra modi and Donald 

Trumph 

 

NAME 

 

NARENDRA MODI 

 

DONALD 

TRUMPH 

 

 

LOCATI

ON 

 

MUMB

AI 

 

NEW YO

RK 

 

MUMB

AI 

 

NEW YO

RK 

 

CATEGO

RIES 

+ - N + - N + - N + - N 

 

TWEETS 

1 

5 

9 

2 

4

5

9 

5 

2 

1 

3

2

4 

1

5

2 

1

2

4 

1

2

6 

2

5

9 

2

4

2 

1 

2 

9 

2 

3

2

0

1 

5

1

2 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure.2. Analysis of Tweeted popularity of Narendra 

Modi  in Mumbai and New York 
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Figure.3. Analysis of Tweeted popularity of Donald Trump 

in Mumbai  and New York  

 

The above table1 and both fig. show the analysis of real time 

twitter data of two  politicians at two different locations. Based 

on this analysis we can conclude that Mr. Narendra Modi is  

more popular in India(Mumbai) as well as in New York.  

 

 Vehicle 

Now consider the example of vehicle popularity. To analyze 

this we have used tweets related to and on different cars at 

Mumbai location. 

 

 Table.2. Analysis of Tweeted popularity of di fferent cars 

in Mumbai  

 

NAME 

 

FORD ASPIRE 

 

SWIFT DEZIRE 

 

LOCATION         MUMBAI              MUMBAI 

 

CATEGORI

ES 

 

   + 

 

   - 

 

N 

 

  + 

 

 

  - 

 

  N 

 

TWEETS 

 

241 

 

524 

 

361 

 

564 

 

324 

 

124 

 

 

 
Figure.4. Analysis of Tweeted popularity of Ford As pire 

and S wift Desire in Mumbai  

 

The table 6.2 and fig. 6.3, 6.4 shows the analysis of real time 

twitter data of two d ifferent cars at mumbai location. Based on 

this analysis we can conclude Swift Desire car is more popular 

than Aspire in Mumbai. Such kind of analysis is useful for 

respective car manufacturers and also customers  

 

VII. CONCLUS ION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

The purpose of this work is to quantify location  based 

popularity for different products or events and use the output 

for smarter decision making in real-life. Location based 

scaling can be applied to different analysis such as  product 

market ing, sentiment analysis, event detection, trend 

identification, elect ion forecasting, health-related information 

retrieval and ep idemic identificat ion. An application will be 

developed for social media data min ing and visualizat ion. 

Through a step by step process, this research will be capable 

of performing location based scaling on different products. 

Also this research is not limited to location based data. In the 

future, with additional time a larger selection of machine 

learning algorithms would have been evaluated on the data. 

We In addition to emotional features, it is interesting to 

integrate other content features (e.g., topics and semantic 

informat ion) to the current analysis  model. However, it may 

significantly increase the dimensionality of the future scope. 

Finally, if sentiment analysis can be subjected to psychology 

field, we can see in a distant future computer science and 

engineering field will be in a position to quantify the concepts 

thus helping one to provide the brain mapping with significant 

contributions to the understanding of psychology and human 

thought process. 
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